License conditions for STM Videos:

Networking Knowledge - The world of STM publishing (8:11)

and

Networking Knowledge - It’s all about discoverability (8:46)

STM hereby grants any person a worldwide, non-exclusive, royalty-free, licence to use, reproduce, distribute, display, broadcast, transmit by wire or wireless means, communicate to members of the public and perform the cinematograph film, including the sound-track embodied therein, in the two videos entitled Networking Knowledge - The world of STM publishing and Networking Knowledge - It’s all about discoverability (the "videos"), including, without limitation, for promoting and redistributing part or all of the videos and any part thereof in any media formats and through any media channels, provided the following conditions are met:

(i) the copyright subsisting in the videos and STM's ownership is acknowledged, as well as the producer Thank You & Good Night productions SPRL
(ii) the videos are not denigrated or mutilated;
(iii) dubbing, reproducing the sound-track or musical score alone, translating, introducing sub-titles is only permitted with the prior written authority of STM
(iv) Where permission is given, any adaptation remains true to the original videos.

STM grants the above licence "as is" without any warranty of fitness for purpose.

Please note that although the content displayed in the videos is not considered harmful to persons under age, approval may be required under local law before distributing or otherwise communicating the videos in some countries of the world to all or some audiences. No animals or plants were harmed in the making of this video.

Trademarks, service marks and logos ("Marks") used in the video, are owned by or licensed to STM, subject to copyright and other intellectual property rights under the law.
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